
Use your senses  and expand your consciousness to

have a real experience of your existence in another

body, in another time.

Connect to this other You to heal, empower or

transform parts of your current existence to
enhance your personal leadership.

There are no past Lives: all our existences are

contemporaneous: perceive the vastness of your
Soul and the sacredness of your Being.

Become more whole and more aware of the

Mystery of Life, to love and understand yourself

more.

Activate your inner Time Compass and discover

new characteristics and talents you can use to

overcome challenges now.

 

Science can now explain what

Wisdom Tradtions have always

known: in the space-time

continuum, there is no past and

no future. Time is like a territory,

in which all points are

connected.

Step into the time-space with

your full awareness and meet

another "you" in another

moment of time.

IThese are times of Awakening:,

this is a profound, important

process of Soul Retrieval to

become more conscious and

whole.

DISCOVER ANOTHER YOU
with Esperide Ananas Ametista from Damanhur, Italy &

Caroline Wamsteker, Professional Certified Coach

A FULLY SENSORY 

AND LUCID EXPERIENCE 

ROOTED IN RECENT RESEARCH

ON THE NATURE OF TIME, 

THE SOUL AND REINCARNATION.

LEARN TO ACTIVATE AND USE 

YOUR DEEP SENSE OF MEMORY 



A senior coach and guide into personal

development. Caroline has an

optimistic and loving energy. She

creates a harmonious and safe space,

helping her clients find their truth and

meaning. She loves nature and swims

in the sea daily.

. 

An intake through questionnaire 

On-line group time travel, with

Esperide 

A coaching session to integrate

insights in your current life, with

Caroline, after the seminar

Friday Nov. 13, from 16-21 hrs

Saturday Nov. 14, from 10-13 hrs

Wednesday Nov. 18, from 19-22 hrs

A 3-minute home practice for 15

days after the seminar.

The on-line process

Dates of seminar

At home

To register or for more
information contact:
caroline@carolinewamsteker.nl,

tel. +31 6 247 16 278

a space where you are totally

private and can walk and lay

down, while still listening. 

A mirror large enough to see

your face

A few newspapers and

magazines

A journal and a pen

A lighter and a candle you've

never used before.

€ 450, a bit of curiosity and a

desire to grow.

What you need

Two or more participants can

share the same space, if they

wish.

Your investment

A psycho-sociologist and pioneer in

human development research, coach

and author, Esperide is trained in 

following the time tracks of individuals

to discover the other lives more

meaningful for their evolution. 

Esperide Ananas Ametista

DISCOVER 

ANOTHER YOU

Caroline Wamsteker

She has carried out
hundreds of resear-
ches and facilitated
group and indivi-
dual process in all
continents. She is
appreciated for her
joyful, loving and
creative approach. 

Over several years,
Caroline has been
supporting many
to feel their essen-
ce and find a
broader vision, in
groups as well as
individually.
 

THE  EXPERIENCE


